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Motivation and scope

Commercial FE tools are ill-suited to structure-property
exploration of mesoscale material structures. 

OOF began as a collaboration between computer scientists and
materials scientists to build a materials-focused FEM tool,
which has evolved to fill this niche in the tool space.

Capabilities include easy adaption of meshes to
microstructures, image segmentation, and extensibility to
custom constitutive rules.



  

Scope: Materials Science

● Meso-scale samples (microns)
● Interdisciplinary (chemistry, physics, more)
● Focused on structure-property relations

● For a given structure, how do constituent 
properties control aggregate properties?

● For given constituents, what structures give
good properties?



  

Other FEM Codes

 Lots of excellent FEM codes exist, but:
● It's hard to mesh irregular microstructures
● They're hard to extend
● They don't speak the language of Materials Science
● They may do more than you need
● They may be “black boxes”, hard to validate



  

The Math of Materials Science

Broadly speaking:

Typical fields: Displacement, temperature, concentration
Typical fluxes: Stress, heat flux, chemical flux

Materials Science domain experts know this relation



  

Conceptual Framework

Material – collection of properties

Microstructure  -- “document” object

Image – maps pixels to colorsImage – maps pixels to colors

Skeleton – FE geometry

Mesh – physics of the problem



  

Workflow Summary

Acquire, segment, mesh, analyze



  

Workflow: Image Segmentation

● OOF provides tools for modifying the image
● Blur, despeckle, edge-detect

● OOF provides tools for making selections on the image
● Brush, burn

● Pixel groups can be defined, named, manipulated with set logic
●  union, intersection

The OOF user is an expert in interpreting the microstructure, and can
assess correctness of the result.



  

Workflow: Finite-element Geometry

The starting point is a space-filling, regular mesh
OOF provides tools to adapt the mesh

● Can be fully automatic in some cases
● Refine, anneal, snap-to-boundary

OOF provides quantitative measures of mesh quality
● Homogeneity
● Regularity of elements

The OOF user is not (necessarily) an expert in mesh construction.
Quantitative measures assist in assessing correctness 



  

Workflow: Finite-element Geometry

Can be automated (with imperfect reliability) in 3D. Visual quality
assessment is a challenge.

Quantitative rules are provided for assessing global mesh quality:
Shape “energy” -- high-aspect ratio is bad
Homogeneity “energy” -- many enclosed pixel groups is bad

 Total energy = weighted sum of these



  

Workflow: Adding Math and Physics

Select fields and fluxes
For 2D, select planarity (plane flux vs. plane field)
Select element order (1st, 2nd currently built-in)
Select iso, sub, or superparametric elements



  

Constitutive Rules

● Numerous built-in properties (elasticity, etc.)
● Includes couplings (thermal expansion, etc.)
● Standard materials science nomenclature

● Ability to save, share properties
● Extension framework, stable API
● Open-source for the ultimate in extensibility

● Python conspicuously useful here

The OOF user is an expert in the constitutive rules, but may not
want to write code



  

Constitutive Rules

Linear couplings are easy to add, obvious ones are built in.
More advanced couplings are possible through the property API,

in the same way as other new properties.



  

Constitutive Rules

Extension Framework

Because user-supplied properties can be arbitrary
mappings from fields to fluxes, we cannot assume
anything about them.

They may map fields to fluxes in surprising ways,
building an unsymmetric matrix.

We pay a price for this generality – e.g. in 2D, we
cannot impose plane-stress-like conditions through
the constitutive rule.

Solutions:
Users can provide metadata about their constitutive

rules, allowing the engine to build a good matrix
where possible. 

We impose plane-stress-like conditoions in the weak
form through constraint equations.



  

Linear Algebra

● Finite element matrix is sparse
● Users get a choice of iterative sparse solvers
● Matrix is symmetrized if this is possible

● Conjugate Gradient available in this case

The OOF user is not an expert on solver selection, and may have difficulty
assessing choices. OOF offers conservative defaults.



  

Workflow: Analysis of Results

A local graphics window provides interactive assessment of data
PDF export capability, publication-quality
Statistical tools – average, standard deviation, min/max
Integration of fluxes over boundaries
Extensible – new methods easy to add

Direct data export capability for more sophisticated analysis
OOF developers don't attempt to anticipate all analyses



  

Using OOF

 GUI  mode or Menu-based command mode

# oof2 --text
>>> OOF.File.Load.Script(“my_lifes_work.oof”)
>>> ...

It's also possible to import OOF as a library to a
higher-level Python program.



  

Current Releases

● Parallelization
● Required for large data sets

● History-dependent properties
● Viscosity, CPFEM

● Inequality constraints
● Isotropic plasticity
● Surface interactions

● Newest 3D: OOF 3.0.1, December 5, 2014 
● Newest 2D: OOF 2.1.12, September 25, 2015
● Full first- and second-order time-dependence (since 2.1)
● Sophisticated nonlinear solvers
● EBSD orientation-map capability (2D only, since 2.0)
● Nonlinearity-friendly property extension API
● Sophisticated meshing and image segmentation tools (since 2.0)
● Wide selection of built-in constitutive rules

In development



  

Development Focus:
Crystal Plasticity

The crystal plasticity problem spans different scientific and
engineering communities, and multiple length scales, and would
benefit from a materials-focused real-space tool.

● Mechanical properties are fundamental to materials behavior
● Plasticity is fundamental to mechanical properties of metals
● Crystal plasticity couples crystallography to macro behavior
● Path from plasticity to forming traverses many length scales
● Input data comes from many diverse communities



  

Development Focus:
Crystal Plasticity

+ field-dependent and
non-analytic features

Plasticity is not a straightforward PDE, has history-dependent
info, and inequality constraints

Approach:
Make contact with plasticity experts from the experimental and
computational mechanics community. (NCAL, CMU, Hopkins)

Adopt good existing models, and incorporate them into our high-
generality framework.



  

Development Focus:
Crystal Plasticity

Challenges:
“Impedance mismatch” – existing models come from codes
tailored to the mechanics problem specifically.

Lack of reference problems

Solution:
Build prototype codes to bridge the gap – simplified OOF
architecture, power-law models, to fix interface issues, start with
simple problems that work in multiple codes.



  

Development Focus:
Crystal Plasticity

Status:
One prototype code can do large-strain elasticity with
customizable constitutive rules in the same way as OOF.

A second prototype code has distilled out the constitutive part of
crystal-plastic viscoplasticity model with power-law hardening.

We are currently in the process of mapping appropriate state
variables from the CPFEM prototype to the OOF prototype.



  

Additional collaborations:

● Image segmentation and shape metrology (Günay
Doğan, ITL/ACMD)

● Generic materials design toolkit (Shengyen Li, MSED)

● Performance optimization (David Feraud, ACMD)

● Traceable, verifiable mechanics modeling for impulse
metrology (Ako Chijioke, PML IMS proposal)

● ? Test-bed for numerical accuracy and validation testing
(Arnault Ioualalen, Numalis Corp.)

● ? Materials Knowledge System and data analytics for
performance improvements



  

Extension Example
Ramberg-Osgood elasticity (“fake plasticity”)



  

Example
Ramberg-Osgood elasticity – looks complicated,
but is actually relatively easy



  

Example



  

Example

0.0      Deviatoric strain       0.5



  

Conclusion

The OOF code is proving to be a versatile
platform for the implementation of real-

space, microstructure-sensitive  materials
models of interest to our community.

Because we “own the code”, we can move
intelligently in directions that benefit the

materials community.
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